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WinZip Privacy Protector Premium scans your entire computer for hidden traces of your personal
information and private online activities. With this program, you can recover any lost information,
remove unnecessary services and disable unnecessary services. Windows Defender will show you

absolutely the entire history of activity in your settings, such as accounts, passwords, account
books and even browser bookmark history. Key features: * Cleaning the PC from traces found. *
Remove all traces, including browser history, cookies, download data (including Windows boot
from desktop, applications and boot from USB), DVD, NTFS, NFS and some others. * Net Port

Manager or DPI/AMP utility. * Possibility to backup or restore data. * File system management. *
Plugins for Windows Defender. When using the WinZIP Private Protective utility, the USB Spy
Scanner then copies all residual files and includes them in an archive for further scanning. The

utility can also be used to recover deleted ZIP or FAT archives. WinZRestore - Restore
partitioned hard drive, USB drive, network drive, CD-ROM or other drives, partitions, files and
folders, both shared and shared. If on the disk, as well as on your computer, there are errors in
loading or at other stages of work after a floppy disk, mouse, scanner, USB or other types of

devices, data recovery will serve you to recover information. The program also recovers minor
errors on disks, and all important data is allocated to a separate directory. WinZindows Rescue

Tool is designed to recover data from any media (CD, DVD, Blu-Ray, HD-DVD, USB, memory
cards), as well as from a Windows disk image that was created based on a Rescue CD. Corel

Academic PhotoShop is a powerful package for professional photo editing, including retouching,
collage and color correction tools, as well as a package of additional utilities. It provides a wide
range of options for working with color photographs, including the ability to expand the color
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palette, remove red-eye, sharpen and remove noise, and then save these results. The package
includes tools to improve and fix digital photos:...Evernote - software
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